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Curriculum Vitae

merge conceptual design is an artist collaborative founded by Franka Diehnelt and Claudia Reisenberger in 2003.
merge is certified as disadvantaged business enterprise (cucp# 36474), as a women-owned business enterprise
and as a small business enterprise.

Public Art Projects by merge as of June 2012:

Cisterns, currently in design development
Permanent installation for the new Public Safety Building, San Francisco, CA, Budget
$ 500,000, Contact: Mary Chu, art program manager, San Francisco Arts Commission, Mary.Chou@sfgov.org, T:
415.252.2551

Sublimare, currently under construction
With Morgan Barnard
Permanent installation for the Arrivals & Departure Plaza at the San Diego Airport, CA, Budget $ 510,000,
Contact: Constance White, art program manager, San Diego International Airport, cywhite@san.org, T:
619.400.2891

SODO, currently under construction
Permanent installation for the Spokane Street Viaduct, Seattle, WA, Budget $ 400,000, Contact: Jason Huff,
project manager, Public Art Program Mayors Office of Arts & Cultural Affairs, City of Seattle,
Jason.Huff@seattle.gov, T: 206.684.7278

Memory of Water, currently in construction documents
Permanent installation for Scottsdale Road- Thompson Peak to Pinnacle Peak, Scottsdale, AZ, Budget $
250,000, Contact: Donna Isaac, Senior Project Manager, Scottsdale Public Art, DIsaac@sccarts.org, T:
480.874.4670

Canyon, currently on hold
Permanent installation for a light rail station, Phoenix, AZ, Budget $ 235,000, Contact: MB Finnerty, project
manager for "Canyon", Metro Public Art, Phoenix, AZ, MFinnerty@metrolightrail.org, T: 602.322.4471

8 Minutes, currently under construction
Permanent installation for Fire Station 36, San Jose, CA, Budget $ 122,000, Contact: Jennifer A. Easton, senior
project manager for "8 minutes", City of San Jose Public Art Program, jennifer.easton@sanjoseca.gov, T:
408.793.4338

It Leaves, 09.09
Installation for the Rowan Dozier Bus Station, East Los Angeles, CA, Budget $ 20,000, Contact: Carrie Brown,
project manager for "OOO", Civic Art program, Los Angeles County Arts Commission, now public art manager at
City of Austin, carrie.brown@austintexas.gov, 512.974.9310

Sign Of The Horse, 11.08
Permanent installation for two pedestrian bridges, Los Angeles, CA, Budget $ 280,000, Contact: Beatrix Barker,
art consultant for Passersby, Pasadena & "Sign of the Monkey, Sign of the Horse", Los Angeles, beatrix@barker-
publicart.com, T: 626.796.9512

OOO, 03.08
Color Concept for Allen J. Martin Park, La Puente, CA, Budget $ 23,000, Contact: Carrie Brown, project manager
for "OOO", Civic Art program, Los Angeles County Arts Commission, now public art manager at City of Austin,
carrie.brown@austintexas.gov, 512.974.931

Out Of Sight, 09.06
Permanent installation at Willow Station/ MTA Blue Line, Long Beach, CA, Budget $ 150,000,
Contact: Alan Nakagawa, senior public arts officer for "Out of Sight", Metro Art, nakagawaa@metro.net, T:
213.922.2726

Overcoat, 03.06
Permanent tile artwork and color concept for MTA bus terminals 47 and 48, Los Angeles, CA, Budget $ 69,250
(for Design and Tile Fabrication), Contact: Susan Gray, director of the public art program at the CRA Los
Angeles, sgray@cra.lacity.org, T: 213.977.1759, senior public arts officer for "Overcoat" while with Metro Art
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Passersby, 12.05
Permanent installation for a mixed used building, Pasadena, CA, Budget $ 110,000
Contact: Beatrix Barker, art consultant for Passersby, Pasadena & "Sign of the Monkey, Sign of the Horse", Los
Angeles, beatrix@barker-publicart.com, T: 626.796.9512 and Rochelle Branch, public art coordinator for
"Passersby and "Madison Mansion", City of Pasadena, rbranch@cityofpasadena.net, T: 626.744.3757

Outside In, 09.03
Temporary installation at Clover Park, Santa Monica, CA, Budget  $ 5,300,
Contact: Marc Pally, art consultant for Outside In, Santa Monica, mpally@earthlink.net, T: 310.838.3238

Collectors and Visionaries	currently on hold
Permanent installation for the Diridon Bart Station, San Jose, CA
Paper Boat, currently on hold
Permanent installation for a mixed used building, Long Beach CA

Diehnelt / Reisenberger Collaborations outside of merge:

Master Builders, 06.06
Interactive installation in a preschool, Santa Monica CA
Claudia Reisenberger with Joel Cichowski

Madison Mansion, 11.02
Permanent installation in a parking structure, Pasadena CA
Claudia Reisenberger with Linda Pollack and Christina Ulke
Budget  $ 69,000
Contact: Rochelle Branch, public art coordinator for "Passersby and "Madison Mansion", City of Pasadena,
rbranch@cityofpasadena.net, T: 626.744.3757

Every Bump, Stretch and Rise + Makes a Living of Dreaming, 04.00, 9.00
Temporary installations and photo essay at the Mackey Apartments, West Hollywood CA, and in Vienna, Austria,
Schindler Scholarship by the Museum of Applied Arts Vienna 03.99, Residency at the Mackey Apartments Los
Angeles, 11.99 to 04.00, Franka Diehnelt with Karoline Streeruwitz

Rebeka Headquarters, 06.00
Temporary installation at the Museum Kunstverein Wolfsburg, Germany
Franka Diehnelt with Karoline Streeruwitz and Sonja Gangl

Space Race, 08.99
Event, temporary installation for the Urban Drift Symposium Berlin, Germany
Claudia Reisenberger with Deadline, Barbara Kaucky, Saskia Hebert and Stefanie Webs

Light Field, 07.99
Permanent installation in the Office of the Representative of the Region of Berlin, Germany
Claudia Reisenberger with Jan Dinnebier, Barbara Kaucky and Stefanie Webs
Budget DM 210,000 ($150,000)

Drawing On The Artifact, 03.99 to 05.99
Temporary installation in a former shipyard near Vienna, Austria
Claudia Reisenberger with Barbara Kaucky
Budget ATS 120,000 ($12,000)

Picture Windows, 09.98
Permanent installation for the central court of a middle school in Berlin, Germany
Claudia Reisenberger with Jan Dinnebier and Barbara Kaucky

Out Of Focus, 08.98
Temporary installation in the Urban.Issue gallery in Berlin, Germany
Claudia Reisenberger with Barbara Kaucky, Saskia Hebert, Stefanie Webs

Architecture Work:
Franka Diehnelt
Lorcan O'Herlihy Architects, Los Angeles 12.01 to 05.04
Michael Maltzan Architecture, Los Angeles 02.00 to 11.01
Claudia Reisenberger
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Chu+Gooding Architects, Los Angeles 05.00 to 02.01:
Johnston Marklee, Los Angeles 11.99 to 04.00
Daniel Libeskind, Studio Berlin 09.96 to 07.99

Teaching:
Color, Material and Construction, 09.04 to 08.05
Department of Environmental Design, Art Center College of Design Pasadena, CA

Education:
Franka Diehnelt:
Academy of Fine Arts Vienna, Austria, 10.92 to 07.99: Mag.arch.
Royal Academy of Fine Arts Copenhagen, Denmark, visiting student, 97 to 98
Claudia Reisenberger:
Academy of Fine Arts Vienna, Austria, 10.89 to 07.96: Mag.arch.
Academy of the Arts Berlin, Germany, visiting student, spring 94

Letter of Interest

1. Letter of Interest:
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To whom it may concern:

merge is an artist collaborative based in Santa Monica founded by Claudia Reisenberger and Franka Diehnelt.
For the past years we have worked on public art pieces and exhibitions in Europe and America.
In our work we have been engaged in developing concepts that invite interaction, and create a sense and
awareness of the urban and natural environment.

We are glad to participate in your Request for Qualifications. Airports fascinate us as they are part of an
infrastructural system that forms the core of modern cities.
We are especially interested in working on a light installation, since this medium is more fleeting / immaterial in
nature and can have an interesting relationship to the topic of travel.
As artists we have a strong interest in spatial situations.  Most of our projects create environments rather than
stand alone sculptures and our installations often play with the viewer's perception of the art piece in its spatial
context.

An interesting aspect is the fact that airports in general have become increasingly disconnected from the cities
they serve. The appearance of airports with their concession stands and amenities are globally uniform to a point
where a traveler might not be able to identify at which city he spent a layover. While this sense of a global space
is interesting, it speaks on the other hand of a loss of local connectedness.
Depending on the specific function of the artwork, both the connection to the global space as well as to the local
space can be interesting focal points.

In our work we always aim at creating a sensual as well as intellectual experience. Our art installations can thus
be experienced on different levels: they give opportunity to playful interaction, provide an aesthetic element on a
brief glance and challenge the viewer to a more involved examination.  Through that the artwork can engage a
broad audience, and can be experienced more deeply with multiple viewings.
As you can see in our attached slides, we are interested in art with a strong conceptual component and have
utilized many different media in our work in the past.  Our work is not limited to one specific artistic craft.  It is
generated through a narrative approach.  Our chosen narratives are specific to each project's context and guide
us to an appropriate medium, scale and placement.  These narratives don't necessarily have a literal translation
in the art piece, but they always lead to a site-specific work.

"Out of Sight" is a project for a light rail train platform in Long Beach.  Two intertwining photographs within a glass
canopy and a poem on two concrete benches explore the notions of travel and time.
 Light Field creates a signature artwork, insures room lighting, and combines 3 conference rooms into one in a
public office. The installation creates a festive, contemporary character in a generic historic building.
Sublimare is a public art piece for San Diegos Airport. A combination of a light projection with a material treatment
of the faade and underside of an elevated roadway tell the story of San Diegos relationship with the ocean.

We have both worked in the field of architecture as well as art and are therefore accustomed to work in a
collaborative manner with other design professionals, consultants, clients and manufacturers.
We view input from many sources as a key component to creating engaging public art.

We would be very excited for a chance to personally introduce our work to you.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Claudia Reisenberger and Franka Diehnelt
merge conceptual design

Annotated Image List

1. Annotated Image Descriptions
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SIGN OF THE HORSE
Public Art Installation on the Orsini Bridges Across Figueroa Street
Los Angeles, California 11.08
2 glass layers: front - fritted stripes on safety glass, back - reflective traffic film on safety glass
Commissioned by GH Palmer Associates
Art Consultant: Beatrix Barker & Associates
Glass contractor: Glas-Pro
Film application: Zumar
Glass installer: Crabtree Glass
Budget $ 280,000
Photos by merge & Larry Hirshowitz

The given premise for the project was the client’s desire to address the neighborhood of the development:  a new
pedestrian bridge across North Figueroa Street acts as gateway to Chinatown and should display images related
to an animal out of the Chinese Zodiac.
In our artwork we are creating the illusion of horses moving across the bridge, aiming at a poetic moment of
surprise when the viewer experiences wild animals moving through urban space.
A 7’ high glass-steel construction is applied to the exterior elevations of the pedestrian bridge.  To achieve the
illusion of movement our construction consists of two layers: the front layer acts like a screen, while the back layer
is composed of overlapping motion phases. The screen layer lets the viewer experience only one of these image
phases at a time. Through the motion of the viewer passing under the bridge, the relationship of the two layers
shifts and a different motion stage of the animal become visible, thus creating the impression of a moving animal.
This illusion works similarly to a “moiré effect”, a phenomenon well known since the beginning of the 20th century.
The images on the back layer are applied with a reflective traffic film, thus making them especially alive at night,
when a passing car's lights hit the bridge.

OUT OF SIGHT
Shade Canopy/Shelter and Seating for the Blue Line MTA Willow Station,
Long Beach, California 08.06
Safety glass, steel structure, concrete benches
Commissioned by the Los Angeles County
Metropolitan Transportation Authority
Steel Contractor: Paragon Steel
Glass Contractor: Arch Aluminum and Glass
Concrete Contractor: Quickcrete
Willow Photograph: Alexandr Bravo
Budget $ 150,000
Photos Courtesy of Metro and merge

The focus of our artwork is a passenger's experience when looking out of a train car:  when traveling one can
watch the passing landscape.  One can observe an object from far away, slowly coming close, then for a moment
have it almost as a still, frontal image and finally it disappears out of sight.  The memory of a moment can stay in
the mind of the observer, almost like a photograph, but the actual image has passed.
in our design we are working with the quality of fleeting images, similar to one's experience in travel.  Two
photographic images appear on a folded canopy construction.  Through the special structure of the canopy only
one fragmented image can be seen from either platform direction as it is approached.  Upon approaching there is
one moment when one image becomes perfectly aligned and perceivable.  upon passing this view point the
second image comes into view and fragments the first image.  From underneath the canopy both images are
equally in view, breaking each other into stripes.  The viewer standing right under the canopy also perceives a
stretch distortion to the images.
The choice of images is a play on the present and past situation that is/was encountered at our site:  The "urban
canopy" of the train cables as opposed to the "natural canopy" of the willow trees that once grew right there.
In addition to the canopy there are two cast-concrete benches with inscribed text fragments which cue the user to
the thought process behind the canopy: posing questions about one's experience of travel and relating to the
history of the site.

LIGHT FIELD
Artists:  Claudia Reisenberger w/ Jan Dinnebier, Barbara Kaucky, Stefanie Webs
Permanent Installation for the Office of the Representative of the Region of Berlin
Berlin, Germany, 9.98-7.99
Fiberglass, various lighting components
Commissioned by the City of Berlin
Contractor: Lichtbau Berlin
Budget DM 210,000 ($150,000)
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As a featured element in the renovation of a typical 19th century building in the center of Berlin, the installation
was designed to light three conference rooms in the office of the Berlin regional representative. By creating a
single, elongated and continuous field we spatially combined the three rooms. "Light Field" strikes a balance
between the historic context, contemporary technical demands and the desire for a strong identity for Berlin's new
self-representation.
The 142 fiberglass shapes suspended from the ceiling change in their appearance dramatically from night to day
as well as through the variable switch combinations of lighting components: from an array of heavy shapes
suspended in the space to a field of glowing weightlessness.
The installation is kept lighted in the evening, giving the passer-by on the street a notion of the special function
housed in this otherwise generic building.

SUBLIMARE
Permanent Installation for the New Arrivals and Departure Plaza, Terminal 2, San Diego International Airport
Expected Completion 2012
Light projection, fritted glass, aluminum panels
Commissioned by the San Diego County Regional Airport Authority
Budget $ 520,000

The goal of our art concept for the new Arrivals and Departure Plaza at the San Diego International Airport is to
connect travelers to their location - the San Diego Bay. Two natural phenomena that occur in and around the San
Diego Bay became the basis for our artwork: the unique giant kelp beds at Point Loma and the seasonal
phenomenon of bioluminescence.
Our two distinct, but related art installations envelope the Plaza: one visually enlivens the underside of the new
Elevated Departure Roadway that runs alongside the Plaza, the other one is located on two facades of the new
Check-In Pavilions facing the Plaza.
Underside of the Elevated Departure Roadway:
A flowing pattern of kelp plants with schools of fish weaving in and out made from 1/8” powder coated aluminum
panels will be installed flat against the ceiling. This pattern will tell the story of kelp and it’s significance to San
Diego’s history, economy and nature: various objects related to San Diego’s historic kelp industry are hidden
within the kelp pattern as anamorphic distortions. Due to the oblique viewing angle at which this artwork will be
viewed, these objects will visually jump out of their kelp background from certain vantage points. Additionally text
snippets painted on the columns of the Elevated Departure Roadways will hint at their origin.
Pavilion Facades:
Bioluminescence in the Bay happens due to a small marine-dwelling unicellular organism called Noctilucales.
These organisms produce small flashes of light through stimulus produced by wave movement. We took this as
inspiration for a light projection on the facades facing the Plaza. A pattern of kelp leaves will be visible on the
façade’s materials. The glass panes will receive a screen print treatment in two grades of translucency, while the
aluminum panel’s treatment distinguishes the pattern through a different, subtler surface finish. At night a light
projection will be displayed. The projected light pattern will be continuously updated according to the real time
wave movements and other wave characteristics of the San Diego Bay waves.

MEMORY OF WATER
Permanent Installation for Scottsdale Road Bridge over Rawhide Wash
Expected Completion 2013
Steel, Paint
Commissioned by the City of Scottsdale
Budget $ 250,000

Water is a life-giving element in the desert, without it the Scottsdale area could not be inhabited.  While scarce, it
has shaped the land over millions of years. The powerful presence of water -when it does occur- is in stark
contrast to its scarcity.
Rawhide Wash is a major desert wash in the Scottsdale area. Rare but intense flash floods occasionally flood
Scottsdale Road and make it impassable. With the construction of a new bridge, this issue will be of the past.
When water inhibits our movement or when it becomes a nuisance to wait for a flooded street to clear, we are
forced to come into contact with the powers of nature. This simple act of acknowledging nature is increasingly
rare in our urban lives.

The 185 feet long and 150 feet wide bridge is a simple concrete platform. Neither the elevation nor the amount of
traffic lanes changes on the bridge. The wash bed is dry the majority of time. All these factors obscure the
perception of a major waterway.
In order to bring the presence of a waterway back into consciousness of passersby  we will install an undulating
wave-like structure that spans over the 14 feet wide pedestrian, equestrian and bicycle path on the east side of
the bridge.
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The proposed structure will consist of 7 aluminum ribbons that are rolled and twisted to arch from the southern
portion of the bridge edge to the northern portion of the vehicle barrier. Each ribbon takes on a slightly different
shape.

Different types of passersby will have a different perception of the artwork according to their mode of traveling:
The majority of viewers of the artwork will be the motorized. We thus considered how the piece will communicate
quickly, and how it will transform with the viewer’s changing perspective. The structure will appear dynamic, since
the front and back layers of the different shaped ribbons will create a moiré effect when viewed from the street.
On the other hand, the public art piece will enhance the pedestrian and bicyclist experience by creating a more
sheltered and interesting space: they will move through a multi-dimensional space created by the arches above
and their shadows on the ground.  The reflective surface on the underside of the wave ribbons will increase the
light and shadow play between the structure and its environment.
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"Sign of the Horse/ Sign of the Monkey"

120' x 7'-6"
2008

the given premise for this project was the clients desire to address the neighborhood of
the development:  two new bridges across figueroa and cesar chavez boulevard act as
gateways to the chinatown community and should display images related to animals of the
chinese zodiac.
in our artwork we are creating the illusion of monkeys and horses moving across the
bridges, aiming at a poetic moment of surprise when the viewer experiences a wild animal
moving through urban space.
we are playing with the distinct movement patterns of the two animals as well as with
space - the animals appear to move towards and away from the viewer.

"Sign of the Horse/ Sign of the Monkey"

120' x 7'-6"
2008

a 7-6"  high glass-steel construction will be applied to the exterior elevations of the
bridges.  to achieve the illusion of movement our construction consists of two layers: the
front layer acts like a screen, while the back layer is composed of overlapping motion
phases. the screen layer lets the viewer experience only one of these image phases at a
time. through the motion of the viewer passing under the bridge, the relationship of the two
layers shifts and a different motion stage of the animal becomes visible, thus creating the
impression of a moving animal.  this illusion works similarly to a moir effect, a technique
well known since the beginning of the 20th century.
the front "screen layer" will be a continuous glass surface, that has a rhythm of opaque
stripes applied to it.  the images on the back layer will be applied with a reflective traffic
film, thus making them especially alive at night, when a passing car's lights hit the bridge.

"OUT OF SIGHT"

30' x 9' x 1'
2006

Willow station is a busy light rail station along the Metro Blue Line, which links the areas of
Los Angeles and Long Beach.  The premise for this project was the need for platform
seating elements as well as a shade structure. The canopy structure utilizes existing
pillars for support.
In our design we are working with the quality of fleeting images, similar to one's
experience in travel.  Two photographic images appear on a folded canopy construction.
Through the special structure of the canopy only one fragmented image can be seen from
either platform direction as it is approached.  Upon approaching there is one moment
when one image becomes perfectly aligned and perceivable.  Upon passing this view
point the second image comes into view and fragments the first image.  From underneath
the canopy both images are equally in view, breaking each other into stripes.  The viewer
standing right under the canopy also perceives a stretch distortion to the images.
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"OUT OF SIGHT"

30' x 9' x 1'
2006

The choice of images is a play on the present and past situation that is/was encountered
at our site:  the "urban canopy" of the train cables as opposed to the "natural canopy" of
the willow trees that once grew right there.
In addition to the canopy there are two cast-concrete benches. The benches have
inscribed text fragments which cue the user to the thought process behind the canopy:
posing questions about one's experience of travel and relating to the history of the site.

"LIGHT FIELD"

10'x100'
1999

As a featured element in the renovation of a typical 19th century building in the center of
berlin, the installation was designed to light three conference rooms in the office of the
berlin regional representative. by creating a single, elongated and continuous field we
spatially combined the three rooms. "light field" strikes a balance between the historic
context, contemporary technical demands and the desire for a strong identity for berlin's
new self-representation.
the 142 fiberglass shapes suspended from the ceiling change in their appearance
dramatically from night to day as well as through the variable switch combinations of
lighting components: from an array of heavy shapes suspended in the space to a field of
glowing weightlessness.
the installation is kept lighted in the evening, giving the passer-by on the street a notion of
the special function housed in this otherwise generic building.

"LIGHT FIELD"

10'x100'
1999

As a featured element in the renovation of a typical 19th century building in the center of
berlin, the installation was designed to light three conference rooms in the office of the
berlin regional representative. by creating a single, elongated and continuous field we
spatially combined the three rooms. "light field" strikes a balance between the historic
context, contemporary technical demands and the desire for a strong identity for berlin's
new self-representation.
the 142 fiberglass shapes suspended from the ceiling change in their appearance
dramatically from night to day as well as through the variable switch combinations of
lighting components: from an array of heavy shapes suspended in the space to a field of
glowing weightlessness.
the installation is kept lighted in the evening, giving the passer-by on the street a notion of
the special function housed in this otherwise generic building.
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"SUBLIMARE"

40'x350', 2 facades: 40'x20'
2013

The goal of our art concept for the new Arrivals and Departure Plaza at the San Diego
International Airport is to connect travelers to their location - the San Diego Bay. Two
natural phenomena that occur in and around the San Diego Bay became the basis for our
artwork: the unique giant kelp beds at Point Loma and the seasonal phenomenon of
bioluminescence.
Our two distinct, but related art installations envelope the Plaza: one visually enlivens the
underside of the new Elevated Departure Roadway that runs alongside the Plaza, the
other one is located on two facades of the new Check-In Pavilions facing the Plaza.

"SUBLIMARE"

40'x350', 2 facades: 40'x20'
2013

Pavilion Facades:
Bioluminescence in the Bay happens due to a small marine-dwelling unicellular organism
called Noctilucales. These organisms produce small flashes of light through stimulus
produced by wave movement. We took this as inspiration for a light projection on the
facades facing the Plaza. A pattern of kelp leaves will be visible on the façade’s materials.
The glass panes will receive a screen print treatment in two grades of translucency, while
the aluminum panel’s treatment distinguishes the pattern through a different, subtler
surface finish. At night a light projection - which we developed in collaboration with
Morgan Barnard- will be displayed. The projected light pattern  will be continuously
updated according to the real time wave movements and other wave characteristics of the
San Diego Bay waves.

"SUBLIMARE"

40'x350', 2 facades: 40'x20'
2013

Underside of the Elevated Departure Roadway:
A flowing pattern of kelp plants with schools of fish weaving in and out made from 1/8”
powder coated aluminum panels will be installed flat against the ceiling. This pattern will
tell the story of kelp and it’s significance to San Diego’s history, economy and nature:
various objects related to San Diego’s historic kelp industry are hidden within the kelp
pattern as anamorphic distortions. Due to the oblique viewing angle at which this artwork
will be viewed, these objects will visually jump out of their kelp background from certain
vantage points. Additionally text snippets painted on the columns of the Elevated
Departure Roadways will hint at their origin.
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"MEMORY OF WATER"

30'x185'x14'
2013

Rawhide Wash is a major desert wash in the Scottsdale area. Rare but intense flash
floods occasionally flood Scottsdale Road and make it impassable. With the construction
of a new bridge, this issue will be of the past.
In order to bring the presence of a waterway back into consciousness of passersby  we
will install an undulating wave-like structure that spans over the pedestrian and bicycle
path on the east side of the bridge.
7 steel ribbons are rolled and twisted to arch from the southern portion of the bridge edge
to the northern portion of the vehicle barrier. Each ribbon takes on a slightly different
shape.
The structure will appear dynamic, since the front and back layers of the different shaped
ribbons will create a moiré effect when viewed from the street. For the pedestrians and
bicyclists the artwork will create a more sheltered and interesting space: they will move
through a multi-dimensional space created by the arches above and their shadows on the
ground.
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